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CONNEGICUT COLLEGE
Vol. 55 No. 16 New London, Conn. Thursday, April 6, 1972
Demo Chairman Washton
Challenges Registration
Writs were served on Monday
by the New London County
Sheriff against 105 persons from
Connecticut College who
registered in New London as
Democrats on March 14.
Democratic Town Chairman
A.A. Washton challenged the
validly of the registration
procedure in an apparent at-
tempt to weaken opposition to the
existing Democratic organization
in New London.
The writs were served on the
grounds (J) that a petition
requesting that the registrar
come to the campus on March 14
was not signed by 25employees of
Connecticut College as required,
and (2) that the registrar filed a
legal notice in the New London
Day six days in advance instead
of the required seven.
114 persons, 105 of whom are
sludents or employees of the
college, registered as Democrats
in Crozier-Williams on March 14.
26 persons registered as In-
dependents or Republicans; they
did not receive writs.
According to Student Govern-
ment President Jay Levin and
Philip Goldberg, Associate
Professor of Psychology, the
writs were served in an attempt
by Washton to prevent the
election of a Democratic slate in
opposition to a "strong and
tightly-knit organization" of
concervative Democrats who
control the Democratic Town
Committee.
Expecting a majority of those
who registered at ConnCollege to
oppose his candidates, Washton
is attempting "on the most
miniscule legal basis" to prevent
the 105 persons from voting,
Goldberg stated.
At a meeting in Crozier-
Williams on Monday afternoon,
New London attorney Seymour
Hendel said, "he (Washton)
knows that if you vote you'll help
put him and his 40 years of
autocratic rule out."
Levine and Goldberg said that
Washton is seeking a temporary
restraining order against those
who registered as Democrats on
March 14. "Washton knows he
can't win a permanent in-
junction," Levin stated. A
temporary injunction is all that is
necessary for Washton, however,
since the primary is less than a
Master of Fine Arts
in Dance Announced
BYSHARONGREENE
A new Master of Fine Arts
program in dan ce has been
recently announced by Martha
Myers, Chairman of the Dance
Dept. and Dean of the American
Dance Festival. The program
will be instituted this summer,
the 25th anniversary of the
American Dance Festival, one of
the oldest in the U.S.
The requirements for the
degree will consist of 2 summers
and 1 winter of study at Conn.
College. "During the summer,"
Mrs. Myers remarked, "the
students will take courses in
dance tenchnique, dance com-
position, music, anatomy and
physiology of dancers, and
performing. The dance festival
aUracts some of the leading
dance teachers and artists during
the summer and many of them
visit the dance courses here
during the winter.
'!be winter tenn will consist of
courses in technique, a thesis,
preferably a performing one, and
courses in art, music, or history,
outside the dance department."
Mrs. Myers continued, "The
Conn. College M.F .A. program in
dance will be unique in that most
of the programs requlre a two
year residency instead Ii 2
summers and 1 winter. Only
about 13places offer a M.F.A. in
dance although some offer
M.A.'s. Very few of the places are
on the East Coast. Conn's
location, between New York and
Boston, is ideal lor keeping up
with tbe dance scene."
"We hope to start with 7·10
students, and we already have 5
applicants, even though the
brochures haven't been sent out
yet. The applicant must have
either a B.A. in dance' or
equivalent professional training.
There will be some scholarships
and fellowships available. The
tremendous interest of both the
swnmer and winter students and
laculty is responsible for the
institution of this program, and
there is also a B.A. program
consisting of 3 summers and 3
winters of study under con-
sideration. The M.F.A. program
will help Conn. College maintain
its fame as a dance center in the
winter as well as in the swnmer."
week away. Those who received
writs may have to reregister in
New London, Levin said.
It was stressed that those who
were served writs had done
nothing illegal, and will not have
to appear in court. The group will
be advised of any actions to lake
if, for instance, it will be
necessary to reregisler in New
London.
1ndividuals can register on
Thursday, Friday, or Monday
from 8:30 to 4:30 in the city hall.
A coalition 01 blacks, some
Whites, and people from the
College has organized slates in
live of the town's six districts. A
primary will be held on Tuesday,
April 11 in all but the second
district, where a majority of the
original candidates are sym-
pathic with the coalition.
The coalition is seeking to
"open" the Democratic Party in
New London to all Democrats, so
that all points 01 view can be
expressed. The group's chief
spokesman is Mayor Neilan of
ew London.
A total of 49persons backed by
the coalition originally declared
their candidacy; since that time,
six persons have withdrawn.
"We're pretty positive that
people have been pressured oll
the slate," Levin said.
Goldberg stated, "Ted Washton
has gotten six people - five
blacks and one Puerto Rican to
resign." ·'Enormous
pressure ....most of it verging on
the criminal" has been applied,
he said.
Two blacks had been lorced to
resign because of a "conflict of
inter-est" that Washton had
discovered, in spite of the fact
that Washton had earlier offered
one of them a position in the town
government, Goldberg alleged.
Levin said that "It is a lact"
that Ramon Morales, the Puerto
Rican who withdrew from the
slate, was visited bya nun sent by
Washton.
The coalition is prohibited by
law to replace the candidates,
meaning in effect that "six seats
have been cooceded," Goldberg
explained.
The Democratic Town Com-
mittee chooses candidates lor
local offices and delegates to the
state Democratic convention.
Goldberg stated that the com-
mittee has for years been Wlder
the control of an organization
10Wldedand dominated by "Doc"
Satti. Although SaUi died in the
late 1960's, the organization is
still in power, and several
IContinu<d On Page 11 )
pboto by poll! Ilsber
Meg Gifford Discusses
Academic Policy CUe.
BYWE DYDOLLIVER
Meg Gifford, while she admits
to pressures and frustations, is
opturusuc about the work 01 the
Academic Policy Ctte. This
committee has recenUy been
Involved witb the proposed
changes In the grading sysIem
which were presented to the
faculty lastmontb. The faculty IS
due to vote on these proposals
thIS month.
The duties of the Academic
Policy CIte. are mamly ad-
nurustrauve. One of the mam
dllficulbes With the operation of
the ctte, IS,according to Meg, the
greal volume 01. work whicb IS
expected of it, ThIS, In ,!sell,
causes some friction. The
delineation Ii responsibilities IS
also unclear to some areas.
SUb-ctlA!S,of tbe Acaoermc
Policy CIte. deal Withmany of the
same ISSUesbeing considered by'
the Academ IC CUe "The
Acaderruc Ctte.," acceedmg to
Meg, "sbould be made a SOWlding
board for Iroader more general
policy-related matters. 1l has
more tune t<> deal With such
matters." ThISwould iring about
the elinunation of the sulH:Ues.
of the Acadermc Policy CIte.
where there is duplicalJon and a
waste of ellort.
Faculty and students on the
ctte, have a good work 109
relation ship. The clle. members
Irom the laculty are those who
are concerned about academic
reform. "By nature:' s:ud Meg.
••
"They are more liberal than the
average laculty member." The
major complaint among student
members of the ctte, IS that they
are not allowed to attend faculty
meetings when discussion con-
cerns their ctte. Meg has
suggested that students on the
Academic Policy and Acaderruc
CItes. should be allowed to attend
laculty meetings when proposals
of the.. cttes are coming up for a
vote.
The recent grading proposals
were Cited as a case ill pomt.
Students will not be allowed to
attend the Iaculty meeting where
the vote wJl1take place. All of the
proposals 01 the CIte. concernmg
the grading changes recom-
mendanons were sent to the
Iacull)~."The polibca! Sl tualJon, ..
id Meg, "forded the ctte, to
nd all the proposals, nol Just
those accepted by' a majority 01
the cite:'
"In tbe Acaderruc Polk)' CI·
te.:· said leg,"8 burden IS
placed 00 students to represent
the entire tudent bod), In the
final crunch ool> three tudellt
\'Oles are lO\vlved l.n the deter·
rrunatlOn 01 policy:' A com·
m18l1catlon gap exi ts between
the students and the.. elected
representatives. Meg taled that
..there IS a leeling that the
students on the cite. don't bave
the power they deserve, but
ma)~be they don'l have that
power because lbe studenlS
aren·t gIVing them the support
the) need"
2
~..- Wash ton 's Writs
By serving writs to over 100 people living or
working at Connecticut College, Democratic Town
Committee O1airman A.A. Washton has, if nothing
else, helped narrow the perennial gap between the
College and the New London community.
Although this was certainly nof his intent,
Washton's actions have quite effectively demon-
strated that involvement by members of the College
in community affairs can have a definite effect.
As Washton and the town Democratic organization
obviously realize. a few votes can go a long way if an
election in a city as small as New London happens to
be c1ose-and it looks like this Tuesday's Democratic
primary will be very close indeed.
Those who were served writs mayor may not be
able to vote (there's a good chance that the issue will
have been decided by the time you read this). At any
rate, the coalition that is trying to oust Washton and
friends needs your help at the polls.
If you are not registered in your home town and
have yet to register here, we urge you to do so. You
can register today, tomorrow, or Monday from 8:30 to
4:30 in City Hall. Your vote could make a big dif-
ference on April 11.
.-'iic
l.
Political Poll
This week we are publishing the results of a
political poll that was taken for us concerning student
anf faculty views on various candidates for the
presidency. We realize that by doing so we are
suspending cardinal rules or journal ism (the poll is
over three weeks old) and political science (not all
th~ candidates were listed). Please forgive us. We
think that the results are of interest- just take them
with a grain of salt.
Announcing ...
GompetitiOllSfor the Sarah Ensign Cady Prize in Oral English
will be held on Tuesday. April 11th, at 7:00 P.M. in the Athl ti
Association Room in Crozier-Williams. e IC
For information, call Miss Taranow, Ext. 341,or 442-10'/8.
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To the Editor:
In the past two years, I have
had occasion to go into all the
dorms to put up posters for
various activities. Doing this
always brings various reactions,
but lately I have been considering
one reaction in particular .
This will probahly appear to
many to be a racist letter,
especially to the residents of
Blackstone. I apologize in ad-
vance, for I am not trying to
sound bigoted - I am just truly
upset and confused by the
situation.
Every time I have entered
Blackstone, I have been met with
a rude stare, a challenge and or
discourteous remarks. Instead of
being asked "Can I help you?", I
was met with "What are you
doing here?" I've been told that I
shouldn't bother putting my
posters up, when they dealt with
all-campus activities. Ihave been
stared at from the moment
I walked in to tbe moment I left.
Being white, I know I look out
of place in the dorm listed as the
campus Black Cultural Center,
but I deeply resent being treated
in this way. There are a lot of
things wrong with the racial
situation on the campus, but I feel
that instead of perpetuating them
by making everyone un-
comfortable, there should at least
be an attempt to extend equal
courtesy and respect to anyone
entering any dorm. As of this
moment, nothing would get me to
enter Blackstone for anything, at
any time. I will not endure such
discomfort. Maybe I am
mistaken, but I don't see similar
situations in other dorms - at
least not in mine.
I cannot bend over backwards
to be sweet and nice to anyone. I
consider such an attitude
patronizing and disgusting. I
treat another student as I wish to
be treated and will not overdo it
with anyone - whether or not they
have a chip on their shoulder.
Perhaps this is an unconunon
situation. Ihope so. I'm damned
if I am going to put up with
,rudeness and stares from anyone
on this campus. Acceptance and
trust come from trying, not
already-formed opinions. I ac-
cept people on equal terms- and I
do not consider Blackstone's
terms very equal.
I apologize to those residents of
Blackstone house to whom this
subject is unfamiliar. I am not,
however, making this up. I have
never been as uncomfortable in
any building on this campus as I
have in Blackstone. I also
apologize for not signing my
name. Frankly, I am afraid I will
be labeled a bigot or whatever,
and I can't see that would help
any. I frankly an hurt and alittle
scared by this situation and don't
feel like making myself any more
vulneerable than I already have
been.
authorizations which can only
come from your office, and your
ahsence tends to stifle planning
for next year. I realize that it has
been a long semester; however,
everyone else's vacation begins
March 17th and it will be almost
impossible to meet with you until
April 3. Don't let John Schwartz
scare you away, we still love you.
Sincerely,
James Catterton, '74
To the Editor:
As the unopposed candidate for
state chairman of the Con-
necticut Intercollegiate Student
Legislature, and the present
Rules Committee chairman of
the CISL Executive Board, I have
a responsibility to both the
Connecticut College - delegation
and the entire organization to
reply to Donald Kane's PUNDIT
article of March 9. By way of
background to that article, I must
point out that Mr. Kane is a very
recent member of CISL, having
joined the Conn. delegation only
in February; be does not know
much of what those he calls the
"non-Yale elements of the
leadership" have been doing this
year in terms of internal
changes.
Mr. Kane gives the impression
that CISL is completely under the
dominance of the reactionary
Yale delegation. If this were true,
this college would have no
business supporting CISL.
However, that allegation is not
true. First, the tenus "liberal"
and "conservative" have little
meaning for CISL's internal
politics. Of the present leaders of
the Yale contingent, two are
liberal and one is conservative,
but all three compose what Mr.
Kane calls "the power elite."
Moreover, if he had observed
carefully the events of the
weekend, Mr. Kane would have
known that those members from
Yale who will lead the delegation
next year are themselves sick
and tired of juvenile "power
plays" that go on, and are
working to change their
delegation's course. I told the
Conn. delegation this and asked
for their trust; if Mr. Kane wants
to see a healthy atmosphere in
CISL, I ask him to start in his own
delegation.
My intention is not to defend
the individuals (including a
nwnber of Yale's opponents)
who have used unfair and
irrational tactics in attempting to
hend CISL to their wishes.
certainly the "liberal reform-
ers" of the convention, for
whose general goals I have been
working all year, themselves
used .unfair tactics, in not having
the simple courtesy to inform the
Executive Board of their caucus.
If they had done this, they would
have saved themselves con-
siderable trouble, since over half
of the reforms tbey requested are
already either in the Constitution
or are E-Board rules.
Although this entire issue
seems like an internal delegation
matter, I believe that it is not.
Mr. Kane's article made
allegations which might raise
questions about Corm.'s support
for a CISL delegation. I believe
that this school deserves a full
description of an organization it
AStudent '74
- March 8, 1972
Dear President Shain
On March 8th I c~lled -your
office to make an appointment
and was disappointed to find that
you were 'away from the college'
until March 16th. There are
certain decisions and
sponsors. Student Government
should know that CISL is not an
arena for individual amhitionS
but as Mr. Kane pointed out in hi~
description of our legislative
activities, a "valuable
-organiza tion.'
Meg Gifford '73
To the-Editor:
I am writing in response to the
latest "Dingleberry" cartoon,
"Let's Eat". R.J.'s weekly comic
strip is obviously designed to be
amusing, and, therefore, I think
he (l asswne the author is a
male) should be informed if,
actually, it is offensive.
Some women at Conn. identify
strongly with the Feminist
Movement and are very sensitive
even to mild and unintentional
displays of prejudice. In this
week's cartoon, of the four
characters at the table, the two ,
who eagerly (and foolishly) un-
dress are females. While the
male student remains catm and
collected, the women are daffy
enough to consider the doctor's
mention of similarities hetween
fads sufficient impetus to strip.
Furthermore; the two men are
pleasantly baffled by the
irrational and impulsive actions
of the Little Annie Fanny-type
(I hate to use the phrase) dumb
broads.
I realize that such picky
analysis of a comic strip seems
ridiculous, but I am trying to
demonstrate that even the
slightest show of prejudice can be
extremely insulting to people
whose capabilities and
achievements have been severely
stifled as a result of larger scale
"Dingleberry's. "
Most people must encounter
fonns of prejudice all their lives,
but let's keep as much as possible
out of the college newspaper.
Sincerely
Martha Wehster '74
To the Editor:
It has become common
practice for those of the Complex
kitchen staff who clear the food to
begin clearing the food ten
minutes earlier than tbe allotted
time for breakfast and dinner.'
Therefore, although the schedule
states the breakfast will continue
until 9:30 A.M. one must hurry
down by 9:15 A.M. and hussle for
the food as its being snatched off
the tables to go to the kitchen.
Likewise dinners are even more
uncomfortahle, there too the food
is cleared -ten minutes early or
the staff does not bother to refill
the traysafter6:00. So if one does
not get dinner until 5:45, which
often times happens because of
the long lines, one has twenty
minutes to eat and can get second
only by going from dining room to
dining room picking through the
dregs. Woe to the individual who
comes to dinner at 6:00 for he will
have 5-10min. to eat all that is on
his plate in order to get seconds
and seconds will not only be cold
hut that which is left in the tray
after the delectable portions have
been taken by the earlier diners,
leaving the late diner to choose
from what no one else wishes to
eat. Granted the trays should be
emptied hut when six dining
rooms have nothing but what is
(Continued OnPage 11)
Student Group Studies
Pedestrian Mall Concept
By JOHN ZEILER use of the mall area. They plan
for an access road along this strip
which would service the new
library and be open only for
deliveries and emergency
vehicles. They have not been
contracted to work on the
pedestrian mall and their con-
cern with this area has only been
in relalion to the .new library.
The student group wants to
develop a framework for this
pedestrian area which will be
responsive to changing student
and faculty needs. This fram-
work should be able to in-
corporate temporary inputts
which can be easily moved or
replaced. We want to give people
a reason to be in this auto-free
area. Presently it has only a
transient function and is used
only as a roadway to get from
one point to another. Sculpture,
trees, display kiosks and other
imputs could be used to help give
it a recreational function.
To create a pedestrian mall,
Connecticut College is con-
sidering plans to ban automobiles
from the central campus area. As
independently conceived by the
architects Kilbam, Beder, and
Chu, designers of our new
library, and a student group,
these plans foresee an auto-free
area between Blunt Dorm and
Palmer Library .and between
Windham and Blackstone Dorms.
The student group, which is an
adjunct of an architecture
seminar. presented a
preliminary proposal of these
plans to members of the. ad-
ministration and board of
trustees and received an en-
thusiastic response.
Premised on the need for a
pedestrian area with a minimum
of new roadway, this plan calls
for construction of a new con-
nector road between the post
office and the existing road
behind Larrabee. Autos would
enter the campus through the
Williams Street entrance and
circulate past the south dorms
around Cummings to Fanning
and through the new connector
road to the complex.
We are aware of the parking
problems which this plan will
create. The parking of
automobiles on campus will have
to be strictly limited to avoid the
ncessity of building additional
_ parking lots.
Since these preliminary plans
were presented; the student
group has begun to deal with the
design of tbe pedestrian area.
We have talked with Kilharn,
Beder, and Chu and they have no
specific plans for the pedestrian
We want to encourage greater
outdoor use of the campus in the
winter. Wehave proposed the use
of sculptural windbreaks along
the strip between Palmer
Library and the complex. We are
also considering the feasibility of
sealing which would be kept
warm by the steam vents running
under the campus. The idea for a
moveable seating arrangement
with silver reflecting material to
magnify the sun has also been
proposed. It could be turned to
shield against the wind and catch
the sun's rays at different times
of the day.
It is important for the
pedestrian mall plan to be
generated by student and faculty
work and not that of an ar-
chitectural finn. We are in the
best position to understand our
needs and to construct an ap-
propriate pedestrian are, Mr.
Ellis and Mr. Smalley of the Art
Department and Dr. Neiring and
Dr. Goodwin of the Botany
Department have offered their
services. The small student
group is currently composed of
members of the architecture
seminar. We need more student
- and faculty help. There are
specific design problems which
might bee solved by art and
botany students in conjunction
with their course work. There are
special interest groups and
committees which are con-
sidering some of our plans from
different perspectives. We want
to organize these groups and
collect their ideas and in-
fonnalion. Weneed to knowwhat
the members of this community
want from the pedestrian mall. It
is important for us to find out how
people are limited by our present
outdoor environment.
Students, faculty, and ad-
ministrators are encouraged to
attend our next meeting in
Windham living room on Mona
day, April 10, at 7:00 p.m. Please
contact John Zeiler, Box 1891,
with any ideas. We need your
help. pMIe by ... lIIIIer
Join The
Anthro ClubSecurity Log
Mr. O'Grady had nothing of
consequence to report, saying
that "This has been one of the
best vacations we've had,"
Security thanks students for
leaving property adequately
locked up, but asks that in future
vacations, bicycles be taken
inside.
From the Parking Appeal.
Committee: College Council
received a case of anti-social
A rumor has been circulating
among students that BeDedlct
Arnold blrned New London a
couple of hundred years baek.
WeU,it is new ap!*"entthat lbis
stsry has a basis in fact. John
Hayward pabli.hed Ibis
description of the British atlacll
on New London and Grelon in an
l839 edition of the "New England
Gazetteer":
·'New London has been res-
dered conspicuous for its suf-
ferings during the revolutionary
war, and tbe theatre of hostile
operations. On tbe 6th of sep-
tember, 1781, a large proportion
of this town was laid in ashes by
Benedict Arnold. Tie following
accoont of Ibis trllllsaclioo is
taken from the Connecticut
Gazette, printed at New London,
Setp. 7, 1781.
·'About daylreak on Thursday
morning last, 24 sail of the
enemy's shipping appeared to the
westward 01 this harbor, which
by many were suP!lOsed to be a
phmdenng party after stock.
Alarm gUlls were iJnnIediately
fired, but the discharge of cannon
in the harbor has become so
frequent of late, that they an-
swered little or no purpose. The
defenceless slate of the for-
tifications and the town are ob-
conduct concerning the transfer
of a decal. The student was fined
$12.50and also received a letter
of reprimand.
The phone company reported
that iUegai taps on phone lines
have been discovered in
Hamilton. Students are warned to
disconnect all taps: warrants will
be served if wire taps continue to
be found.
" ... A large
•proportion
of this town
was laid in ashes by
Benedict Arnold ...
vious to our readers. A '- of the
1JIbabitants, wbo we equipped,
·advanced towards Ike place
wbere the enemy wore \hoUght
likely to malre their landiDp, and
manoevered on the heigllll; ad-
jacent, until the enemy about 8
.'clock landed in two divisions,
and about 800 men each, OIleof
them at Brown's farm, near the
lighthouse, the olbtr at Groton
Point: the division that lllDded
near the lighthouse marched up
the road, keeping up large
flanking parties, who were
attacked in different places by
the inhabitants, wbo had spirit
and resolutico to oppose lbtir
progress. The main body of the
e.. my proceeded to the \oWn,
and set fire to the stoees on the
beach, and immediately after to
the dwelling-lJouses lying on !lie
MiU Cove. The scattered fire of
our iillle pa-ties, unsupported by
our neighbors mere dislaat,
galled !bern so that they soon
began to retire, selling fire
promiscuously on their way. The
fire from the stores colll~
municated to the shipping tIIlll
lay attbe wharves, and a number
were b1l"nt; others swung to
single fast, and remained unhurt.
..At4 o'clock, tbey began tOqwt
the town with great precipitation.
and were ,..--d by our .ave
citizens with the spirit ...s mOl'
of velenlllS, llIllI drivon on board
their boats. Five 01 lbt _y
were kiUed, .. d aboll! twenty
wounded; lIIIlOngthe latter is a
He.. ian .aptain, ",," Is a
prisoner, as .. e seven others. WI
lost fow kiUed and leJl or _we
wounded, some morta1ly.
"The most valuable part 01 the
town is reduced to ashes, ... d aU
the stores. Fort Trumbull, pol
being tenable 011 the land side,
was evacuated as the enemy
advanced, and the few meu ill it
crossed the river to fort
Griswold, on Grotep lliII, _h
was soon after inves1ed by the
division that landed at the point.
The fort having in it only abtut
120 men, dJie()y mHilia .... liIy
eoUected. !bey defended it wlIh
Ibe llI'8atest bravery, l8ld once
repuJood the e&eIIlY; bot the fort
beq 8IIt cj repair, caIlkI not be
defended by sucb a handIuI 01
men, though brave and DeIe-
mined, against so superior a
1IIIDlber; and alter havinl a
IIlIPber of their party kiIII!d or
wounded, they found thatlurlher
resistance would be m vaiD, and
resigned the forl"
To come: The Massacre at Fort
Griswold.
4
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A~ba~sador Designate
Questions U.S. Poli,cy
Enayet Karim, head of the
Bangladesh mission in
Washington, D.C., and Am-
bassador-designate of the new
country to the United States,
spoke to the College on March 15
in Palmer Auditorium.
Karim quoted an official
statement of the U.S. government
criticizing the Indian invasion of
East Pakistan, which maintained
that "prospects for economic
development and political
stabliility have been dangerously
complicated. "
In actuality, "the prospects
have been immensely im-
proved," Karim argued, for three
reasons:
(1) The party now in power in
Bangladesh has an enormous
mandate, he said, ending a 25-
year period where there was
"never a truly democratic form
of government."
(2) Ethnically, culturally, and
linguistically we are a very
homogenious people," he ex-
plained, which "should account
-:ac:
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ANGLADESH
Bowles Criticizes U·S· Policy Towards
Pakistan; Says Administration Lied
by am lopatto
In a talk here on March 9,
Cbester Bowles, former sm-
bassador to India, stated that the
Nixon administration lied when it
I8'OcIaimed ignorance of West
Paklstan's brutal repression of
political opposition in East
Pakistan, now Bangladesh.
Dismissing administration
denials, Bowles maintained that
the American consul-general in
Dacca, capital of Bangladesh,
had begun cabling to Washington
full reports d. Pakistani brutality
as early as March of last year.
It was in March that West
Pakistan's President Yayha
Khan began his bloody and
ultimately unsuccessful military
OImpaig. against his Bengali
opposition in the East. Remind-
inlt his audience that at least
baH a million Bengalis were
killed by Pakistani troops in the
nine months which followed,
Bowles deplored the Nixon ad-
ministration's delay in stopping
military aid to West Pakistan.
"Every person shot down in
Bangladesh was killed by an
American bullet", Bowles stated.
The fonner ambassador spoke
in Crozier-Williams to a small
group including members of
Prof. Edward Brodkin's seminar
on Indian nationalism, and
members of the Asian studies
faculty. Bowles served two
separate terms as American
Ambassador to India, the last one
ending in 1969. His career in
govermnent service dates back to
the Roosevelt administration
and includes a term as governo;
d. Comecticut.
Bowles began his talk by
oothning the hlslol1' of American
posl-war relations with Asia.
With the exception d. Japan, he
pointed out, Amenca has been
unsuccessful in establishing
friendly relations with Asian
countries. And in South Asia, as
in Southeast Asia, "the U.S. has
exhibited the same lack of un-
derstanding of what makes
power. Guns do not make
power".
Since the early 1950's, U.S.
relations with India have been
somewhat troubled because of
America's enthusiastic support
ci. and aid to India's enemy,
Pakistan. During the McCarthy
era, Bowles stated, Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles felt
"threatened" by the independent
political stance of Indian Prirhe
Minister Nehru. Dulles saw
Pakistan, on the other hand, as a
committed American ally and
bulwark against the communism
of China, and the American
government supported Pakistan
with generous amounts of
military aid.
But, as Bowles explained, the
type of military equipment which
the U.S. gave to Pakistan was not
designed to operate on the rugged
terrain of Communist China. It
was suitable [or use only on the
plains of the Punjab; in other
words, against India. Con-
sequently, althoogh the U.S. was
also providing India with some
military equipment, the
American commitment to
Pakistan made India un-
derstandably nervous.
After the Sino-Indian War of
1962, in which Pakistan
proclaimed her support of China
India asked the U.S. for help i~
modernizing her army. After two
years of inconclusive
negotiations with the U.S., India
linaUy turned to Moscow for
military aid. As a result, a
revitalized Indian army
acquitted itselt well against
Pakistani Iorces in the 1965war
over Kashmir.
Bowles traced the development
of the Bengali independence
struggle, which culminated last
December in the establishment of
an independent Republic of
Bangladesh. East Pakistan,
Bowles claimed, was "always a
monstrosity, a bitter stepchild"
kept firmly under the repressive
thumb of the more affluent West.
In March of last year elections
were held in the East, and Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman's Awami
League, which had called for
greater autonomy for the East,
won 167out of 169contested seats
in the Pakistan parliament.
Pakistan President Yayha Khan
countered this threat to the
West's monopoly of political
power by opening a military
campaign against the "rebels" in
the East. Sheikh Mujib was taken
prisoner, and anywhere from half
a million to one and a half million
Bengali men, women and
children were murdered in the
slaughter which followed. Ten
million Bengali refugees ned to
India, placing an enormous
burden on that country's already
strained economy. Bengali
guerillas continued the struggle
against Western troops in the
East. After several border
skirmishes, the Indian army
entered East Pakistan last
December. In a matter of days
the Pakistani troops were
defeated, and an independent
Republic of Bangladesh was
established with its capital at
Dacca. The Indian army has now
completely withdrawn its troops
from Bangladesh, and Sheikh
Mujib had assumed control of the
government.
Throughout the Bengali
struggle, the Nixon Ad-
ministration chose to ignore
President Yahya Khan's policy of
genocide in the East, Bowles
said. Nixon's firm support of
West Pakistan, and his quickness
to label India "the aggressor" in
the dispute, brought Indian-
American relations to an-all-time
low. Consequently. Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi reluc-
tantly turned to Moscow for
support. Bowles vehemently
attacked Nixon's handling of the
Bangladesh situation, terming it
"irrational" .
Bowles expressed optimism
about the future of India, despite
the country's economic and
political problems. The former
ambassador praised Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi, calling
her "one of the great people of
our age". Bowles stated that Mrs.
Gandhi, now firmly in control of
her streamlined New Congress
Party, was presently in a position
to undertake important new
reforms. (Local elections held in
India this week further
strengthened the position of the
New Congress Party.) (ed. note)
Citing India's economic
progress, Bowles stated that "the
Green Revolution is a fact".
Indian wheat production, for
example, has doubled in the past
10years. Improvements in Indian
agriculture enabled India to send
100,000 tons of surplus rice to
Bangladesh in reeent weeks.
Bowles was also optimistic
about the prospect for im-
provement in U.S. - Indian
relations. Even the citizens of
newly independent Bangladesh
bear little bitterness against
Americans, Bowles contended.
"Indians have not always been
fond of the American govern-
ment, but they bear no grudge
against the American people",
Bowles concluded.
for a large degree "of political
stability. "
(3) "The attempt on the part of,
some people to mix religion with
politics" was a major factor
causing problems, he stated. The'
Pakistani government used
religion to disguise its political
and economic exploitation of
East Pakistan. "It is this single
factor" "which accounted for the
lack of peace and stability in that
part of the world to a very great
extent. "
"In Bangladesh we have gone
through. hell and fire to know that
it doesn't serve anybody's pur-"
pose to mix politics and
religion," he added.
Karim acknowledged that "the
entire news media has been
tremendously responsive to what
has been happening in my part pf
the world." "But at the same
time I have a slightly un-
comfortable feeling that there
'are a lot of misconceptions," he
stated.
Contrary to the heliefs of many,
Karim explained, the movement
during the 1940's to form
Pakistan was "solidly em-
powered in Bengal," not in West
Pakistan. Bengalis backed the
demand for a separate .country
because "the Muslims in Bengal
were economically backward,
and politically dominated by
people who for historic reasons
were more advanced," he said.
"It is the same reason that has
led to the emergence of the eighth
most populous nation in the
world," Karim stated.
"It is not widely known that the
Bengalis suffered very serious
disillusionment in 1948," he
explained, adding that many
thought that some day "another
struggle" would he necessary to
end political and economic ex-
ploitation of Bengal.
Karim also sought to dispel the
idea that "Bangladesh was horn
with the help of India as a mid-
wife" and that "India will have to
serve as wet nurse for a long,
long time."
He pointed out that before
India's intervention, more than
half of the East Pakistani
countryside was controlled by the
Bengalis during the day, and that
the resistance controlled 90 per
cent of the country at night. He
added that "Indian troops have
left to the last man."
In response to earlier
predictions that many of the 10
million refugees that had ned to
India would not return, Karim
said, "Practically all of them-by
today I think 98per cent of them-
have moved from India to
Bangladesh. "
Karim quoted a "responsible
U.S. government officia1 as
calling Bangladesh an "in-
ternational basket case." He
denied this, pointing out that East
Pakistan had earned 90 per cent
of the foreign exchange of
Pakistan, and a major share of
its military strength. He stressed
the region's fertile soil and
natural resources, and claimed
that "We will be economically
viable .:
'Once Upon A Mattress' Pleases Audience
By Justen Stands
U Connecticut College never
presents another musical
comedy, their premier offering
on March 10 and 11 ri "Once
Upon A Mattress" will do very
well as an only memory.
"Many moons ago in a far off
place lived a handsome prince
with a gloomy face, for he did not
have a bride." Unsuspecting
Robert Himes as Prince Daunt-
less the Drab did not have a
bride in this adaptation of the
Princess and the Pea because his
overbearing mother Queen
Aggravain, played by Patricia
Brown, went to ridiculous ends
not to lose her only son to
marriage.
Miss Brown gave a particularly
convincing performance, her
every tone and manner
displaying an imperious, shrill,
and over-protective attitude that
successfully alienated everyone.
As no one in the kingdom could
marry until Dauntless did, in-
nocent yet pregnant Paula Savoie
as Lady Larken presented her
lover Sir Harry with the problem
of finding a true princess of the
royal blood for Dauntless to wed,
Daria Coletta's magnificent
baritone nearly overpowered
Miss Savoie's polished soprano as
he romantically promised her
marriage "In A Little While,"
In the course of the play Miss
Savoie was called upon to display
such diverse reactions as
anguish, coyness, humiliation,
and romantic love, all of which
she conquered with believability
and charm,
Mr. Coletta's acting
requirements were unfortunately
confined to the character ri an
obstinate and virile knight, as he
was quite funny and poised lD
delivery. But it was his singing
which transcended character
limitations and earned him a
memorable niche in the show.
Entered Lily Goodman as
coarse Princess Winnifred with
brash forte, strong singing, and a
drive to marry a man: any man.
As long as Miss Goodman belted
out her songs fortissimo she was
working on safe ground.
However, her delivery lacked
grace and polish even con-
sidering her role, although her
somewhat heavy comedic touch
lightened a bit to allow her some
genuinely funny moments.
As the conniving Queen plotted
to fashion another impossible
test, this time for "Fred", merry
Jester Warren Erickson tried to
entice Miss Savoie to IINor·
mandy", possibly the most ap-
pealing number in the show, and
it was the light-footed and strong-
throated Erickson who joined
Minstrel Robert Utter in a peppy
"Soft Shoes."
Finally, Michael Hunold turned
in a sparkling mime per-
formance as King Sextimus, and
his explanation of the birds and
the bees to naive son Dauntless
was for me the outstanding scene
in the show.
So vivid, and sometimes
suggestive, was Hunold's
imagery that he turned his scenes
into moments of hilarity. His
artistic endeavors were not
wasted on Robert Himes, whose
interaction with all the principles
was chemically perfect: it was
his solid portrayal around which
the musical comfortably
revolved.
Although the choreography
was not precise, the stage design
somewhat awkward, and the
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orchestra S<IIDething just less =--
than prriessional, the vitality and -;
enthusiasm of the chorus in their C
dancing and singing numbers left ~
little to be desired, especially in g-
"Spanish Panic." ~
As a comedy. "Mattress" had »
less double-entendre than ...
outright guffaws. The audience ~
seldom missed a funny line or 0-
sight gag, and as there were so •
many, the house rarely had a ~
chance to relax and catch Its '"
breath.
Theodore Chapin's directing
showed some real grasp of good
theatre and his casting was
nearly flawless. Patricia Brown,
Robert Himes, and Michael
Hunold were outslanding in their
acting, and Daria Coletta, Paula
Savoie, and Lilly Goodman were
equally good in their singing.
This made for a finely balanced
evening.
Chad Bradshaw was deft and
amusing as the crafty court
Wizard; Robert Utter lacked a
strong enough voice for a min-
strel, but otherwise carried his
role to its fullest development;
glittering Meva Eringen danced
and sang beautifully in three
different roles.
As was all fairy tales, "Mat-
tress" ended well, with the
nagging Queen silenced, the
sexual awakening of the young
prince complete, and perfect
harmony in the castle. But better
than this, it ended a delightful
night of refreshing, vivacious
entertainment that left Palmer in
a standing ovation. The audience,
clearly pleased, was calling for
more, and it now appears that the
college has much more of this
kind of talent to rifer in tuture
endeavors.
TIME FOR SILENCE
Go ahead now, do your thing
Penta- Lairda- Nixagon.
Just don't bother to serve up
Your double- triple-trouble talk.
I don't want to hear any more!
I'm up to here with marching
Signing, striking and the rest.
Can't say I didn't try
But look what trying brought.
Laos, a four letter word
That rhymes with chaos.
I don't want to hear any more!
From here on tune me out
Nothing more that can be done.
No news is my kind of news
When all news is of death.
, don't want to hear anymore!
They say
Strange keening cattle cars
Crossed town on midnight tracks.
Bound for siience.
Bound in si lence.
Siience that I crave.
I just don't want to hear any more!
J. Barrie Shepherd
6
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.: BY AU.EN CARROLL
• Sociologisls and deiocol~1apb.........~rs
~..., every day looIiDC more!~m:.w:==~
j sumed the entire eastern
I- seaboard. More and more maps
.:: depict a single slupendous smear
;; of gray. monotonous urban5 cancer from Boston all the way to
II. Washington, with no relief but an
occasional town square, muddy
barnyard, or leftover vacant lot.
Most residents of Southeastern
Connecticut know this myth to be
false. Anyone familiar with this
area can see that New London
and Norwich are stuck in the
middle of one of the few-and
perhaps the largest--gaps
remaining in the Boston-
Washington sprawl. A little piece
of New England, white churcbes,
stone walls, and all, still holds on
for dear life in the eastern third of
Connecticut.
So what does the gap have to
offer? Believe it or not, it has a
great deal to offer-so much in
fact, that it would be impossible
to list all the opportunities for
diversion outside of New London;
that was covered a few weeks ago
on these pages.
Listed below is a sampling of
the more outstanding attractions
of Southeastern Connecticut. Two
books and several individuals
have been of assistance in
compiling this guide. The books:
H.F. Randolph Masion's Historic
Houses of Connecticut, Pequot
Press (1962); and Hayward's
New England Gazetteer by John
Hayward, 1839. The people in-
clude such recognized authorities
as Tom Bowler, Jim McLaughlin,
Betsy Frawley, and others.
Warning: the map is for
reference purposes only, and
should not be depended upon for
o ,v
actual navigation. The Official
Connecticut Highway Map is
recommended; it's about the only
road map extant that includes a
good percentage of the back
roads.
Again, additions are welcome,
and corrections are requested.
HISTORY
This area reeks of history;
ancient houses are a dime a
dozen-though few of them are
open to the public. Most of the
houses listed below are there all
year, but open only' during af-
ternoons in the swnmer. Ad-
mission is usually charged.
Essex .. off Rte. 9 on the west
hank of the Connecticut Rivet:
An utterly fantastic old New
England town; spend half a day
,..•••
"",
',~ F
••
A
walking around. The Lt. William
Pratt house, (20 West Ave.) built>-
in the mid-1700's, is open to the
public.
Deep River, north of Essex: A
rather run-down_ old New
England town; a handsome stone
house, built in 1840, ocassionally
opens its doors.
Norwich, straight north of New
London: John Hayward
described the town in 1839 thusly:
"The city, as it is approached
from the south. presents one of
the most beautiful, interesting,
and romantic prospects in the
state." Today tbis approach
might better be described as
hideous, grotesquely fascinating,
and tragic. Search the side
streels, especially around the
green, for huge old houses-there
are a "lot there. Of special in-
V N
;)
terest; The Leffingwell Inn,
built in 1675, and "rescued from
superhighway bulldozers,"
adjacent to exit 81 east, Conn.
Turnpike. Also the Rockwell
House (1818), 42 Rockwell St.,
and the neighboring Nathaniel
Backus House (1750).
.. Mystic, on the coast east of
Groton: Very picturesque. Ad-
mission prices for the Seaport are
steep, but a visit is recom-
mended. The Denison Homestead
on Pequotsepos Ave. is open
Tues.-Fri. through November,
and is furnished with genuine
family heirlooms.
Stonington, east of Mystic: Mr.
Jayward's 1839 description still
applies, except perhaps for the
population figure: "Stonington
Borough is located on a narrow
point of land, extending into the
Sound about half a mlle. It was
incorporated in 1801. It is hand-
, somely laid out, is well built, and
contains about 1,200' inhahitants.
Many strangers visit this place in
summer months to enjoy the
marine air and delightful
scenery." Fantastic, beautifuily
Jl~c~~':t
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preselV viva! houses
abound
Old t", the mouth of
the Con,lliver(1-95 exit
70): ~ Old Lyme
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Chris by Samuel
Gam architects in
one!)' . ,especially
at ni I Griswold
House lIother Greek
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Gro ' Uy beautiful,
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coverilfoodlights with
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center looks like time
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The lids of eastern
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entertaililes and miles
of Ji~ roads windtheir hills, forests
and 01 t yourself get
lost. d areas for
expleri the coast and
the Jar between 1-95,
NorwicJfoluntown. The
Conne'" Valley beats
even a III postcard. Try
the dri. Rd.) between
Essex .River, and the
area rild Lyme and
Hadl~ly Griswold
Point, • piece of 19th-
. centurYkIand. The area
hetwee Gillette Castle
is as g. for getting lost
and be about it.
Gill. , Hadlyme: A
state beautiful view
of conJlllVer;teaturing a
weird ~Iete with stone
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winter the thing from
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Blulf Point, east of Trunnbull
Airport: Hard to find, but worth
it. No people, good trails, views,
sand bar, rocks.
Groton Long Point: Big
summer homes and another very
good beach. Yet another very
good beach' can be found at
Lord's Point, near Stonington.
Barn Island: A state fish and
game reserve near Pawcatuck,
with large and very good mar-
shes. (Marsh freaks might also
want to take a trip to the mouth of
the Connecticut River, which has
extensive tidal marshes.)
Napatree Point, R.I., south-
west of Westerly. A narrow,
sandy, magnificent cape jutting
into the sound. It's a long, tiring
walk, but go out to the end. It's
worth it. Beaches, boulders, and
birds beyond description. Search
the adjacent territory for huge
summer homes.
Pachaug State Forest, near
Voluntown. Beautiful, sparsely-
settled rolling hills. this is where
a few idlots want to put a huge
jetport. Heaven forbid.
FOOD
Admittedly only a very small
portion of the area's restaurants
is listed below, but here it is.
Essex Restaurant, Essex:
Cheap, good roast beef sand-
wiches, better atmosphere.
Steamboat Dock, Essex:
Complete with live music,
usually provided by good bands.
Griswold Inn, Essex: Good
food at great expense.
Ferry Tavern, Old Lyme, on
the river: Three years ago the
seafood was excellent. The place
burned down, and is now under
new -management. It is now
mediocre.
Harry's, Colchester: Good hot
dogs in the summer, good bakery
in the winter. .
Niantic Motor Inn Restaw-ant
and Bar, off 1-95: an un-
believeable experience; the place
is full 01 authentic stuffed
aninnals, water buffalo, cougar,
zebras, etc.
Pumpernickel Deli, between
here and Norwich: The real stuff,
imported from Brooklyn for your
eating pleasure.
Prime Steer, rt. 32 about a mile
past the Norwich town line: A
good interior, but an awful ex-
terior. The seafood, steaks, and
service are all excellent.
Cameo, rt. 32, this side of
Norwich: Again, good steaks and
seafood.
China Lake, rt. 32 south of
Norwich: Bright red pseudo-
Chinese exterior; excellent
Cantonese fare, fair American
fare.
Abbots' Lobsters, 117 Pearl,
Noank; Scrumptious seafood can
be had here and at the Skipper's
Dock, 50 Front St., NOank.
Harbor View, 60 Water St.,
Stonington: Good seafood in the
$6 range, excellent clam
chowder.
China Village, 27 Canal St.,
Westerly: Great food; egg rolls
that must be tasted to be
believed.
MISCELLANEOUS
Ferry, Hadlyme: A tiny ferry
across the Connecticut River;
closed in the winter; last year it
cost only 10 cents and might still.
Scott's Orchards, Boston Post
Rd., East Lyme: The best apples
and cider.
Blue Hills Cabins, 15 Harvey
Ave., Waterford (visible from 1-
95): An experience that can't be
matched by a Holiday inn.
Volvo City· East, Boston Post
Rd., Waterford. Imagine, folks-
only a few miles away. the
world's second largest VolVO
dealership.
Alix's Norwich, a couple of
miles past the city hall: One of
the most unique experiences in
southeastern C-onnecticut,it mutt
be seen to be believed. A huge o.J
trolley barn overflowing wi Ii
every kind of junk imaginable.
And go soon-Alix doesn't pay his
taxes, and the place may be
closed down.
Pfizer, Electric Boat, Sub
Base. Groton: Military-industrial
Amer iean be fore your eyes.
Tours can be arranged through
Pfizer, the base, and possibly
E.B. See Submarines By Boal
might be fun, but you can see
them on foot without paying from
Mamacoke Island.
B
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Michael Harper to Read
Poetry in Harkness Chapel
Michael Harper, Doe of the
mostimportant black poets in'
America today, will give a
poetryreading on Sunday, April
16at 4:30 p.m. in tbe Crypt of
HarlrnessChapel.
Harper was born in Brooklyn,
NewYork,33 years ago in what
he calls an "Establishment
ghetto."Theneighborhoodwas in
transition and there weren't
manyblacks." That changed by
the time he reached his teens and
sectional rivalries and gang wars
were integral parts of growing
up.
"You didn't have a choice as
~ whether or not you were a gang
fighter. You just were. The
stakesget higher as you get into
yourteens. I began to realize the
implications offightingone's own
peopleandat 13 it was clear that
Itwascrazy. But I had a terrible
time getting out of the gang
finally."
His father, a postal employee,
transferred to Los Angeles in
1951, and Harper spent his high
school' years in California. It
wasn't WItH he was a student at
LosAngelesCommunityCollege
that he wrote his first poem.He
earned his degreeat LosAngeles
State Collegeand went on to the
University of Iowa, where he
received a Masters degree in
creative writing. In 1970-71 he
served as a post-doctoralfellow
at the CenterforAdvancedStudy
at the Universityof Illinois. He
has published two volumes of
poetry, "Dear John, Dear
Coltrane," (1970) and "Historyis
YourOwn Heartbeat," (1971) and
is currently working on a book-
length poemonW.E.B.Du Bois.
His poems have appeared in
nwnerous periodicals.
It was in New York where he
Send YOurtax-deductible contribution to:
UNICEFBangladesh Relief, 331 East 38th St., New York, N.Y. 10016
Name .
was first introduced to jazz, the
force of which would influence
him so strongly in later years.
"There never was a question that
music was the central experience
of my life." His poetry combines
the rich jazz tradition of Miles
Davis, John Coltrane, and Bud
Powellwith the total black ex-
perience.
Whileat Iowahe developeda
new approach to writing. The
thingI was trying to write about
from a black perspective just
hadn't been done before. "I'm
attempting to articulate a vision
of the world. But I'm not in-
terested in politicizinglanguage
_ there's a difference between
polemicsand poetry." Harper'S
verse is vigorous and strong -
laced with historical allusions,
musical references, and lucid
images of what it's like to be
black.or to bean Indian,or to be
an Eskimo, to be, in Harper'S
words, "a loser." "1 don't want to
bea spokesmanfor blacksin the
popular sense of the word. I'm
blackand I experionceas a black
man.Thisisn't blatantlystated in
my poetry, however. I don't
crusade."
Harper is also committed to
retellinghistoryfrom a different
viewpoint. "The established
historylinegivespeoplea slanted
viewpoint. Black people Irnow
what the truth is, but
peoplehaven't considered it
important.Theblackvisionofthe
world is not material but
spiritual. This approach sounds
mystical to some· but It m~s
caringabout peopleand family'
having certain values that are not
based'on material things."
Currently an associate
professor of English at Brown
University, Michael Harper lIves
inNorthDighton,Massachusetts,
with his wife and two sons.
Michael Harper'S tour has been
arranged by the Connecticut
Poetry Circui t. A grant from the
Connecticut Commission on the
Artswillpay for the poet's travel
expenses.
o . TOUR.
with thanks to Willis & Pope
L Liberty in London. 1956.
Directed to Trafalgar Square. she dined
with Lord Nelson, slid into a coma, collapsed.
Sent to SL James quite Dead On Arrival,
tucked in a carton addressed l:.S.A.
she entered New York. C.OD
9
:}
c:.,
'"e,..
'<
St. John was draped in miles of velvet:
armies of orchids perfumed her decay
No tear was allowed at the showing.
no sorrow permitted. no pain recognized.
just acres of cupcakes. torrents of tea
The Choir was zealou . phrasing exact,
twittering "Baubles. Bangles, and Beads"
Pumped over the network by • BC.
she grinned like a chimp on a million TVs.
brought bugles to ten million plebes.
-e.......,
2. Nothing Could Be Finer. 1972.
The Robot and the Monkey in Peking
display the merits of culture-peeking.
Sneaky strategists, the two Grand Masters
calculate smiles, create disasters.
A crowd was rented to engulf the site.
to pipe their rapture to the satellite.
The Lincolns slide through the ocean of eye
like greasy canoes, encrusted with flies.
The marching musicians, blasting a tune,
are smartly-<:oifed by Vittle Baboon.
They've prepped their aides for this big-dealer date
by insisting they read - ingest - Man's Fate.
The Robot's aide made his flights to China
in a super-duper big airliner.
The Monkey's pals are ensconced in New York.
trying to cope with non·Cantonese pork.
They pass compliments, exhibit finesse
at planning and playing their global chess.
All's hunkey-dorey, the mob's shoving in;
and now the speeches begin to begin.
Hired feet scurry, all eager to see
the Robot on stage, hands flashing a V.
The Robot smiles. bares his metal teeth.
revealing the circuitry underneath.
He darts his small eyes, shakes his rubber jowls;
Point perfectly clear, he relaxes: scowls.
He's dressed in woolens-r-a human disguise
to complement his mechanical eyes.
Push the right buttons, pull the proper cords.
and the Robot slips on the platform boards.
A meek-mannered thug set loose from a cage.
the Monkey steps up. approaches the stage.
His skin is leather. his hair is lacquer:
his beady rat eyes could not be blacker.
The Monkey jitter. bobs his shiny face:
the tone implies talk of the Atom race.
But he doesn't want to blow us to worms:
the Monkey's not gauche-a matter of term
He offers symbols of Diplomacy-
two pandas addressed for a zoo in D.C.
\\Ieat and lachine then tromp off to dinner
to tall) scores. determine the winner.
The service is slow. the food i all trange
and counterpointed by "Home on the Range".
10nkey and Robot exchange anecdote .
each concerned with how the other one votes.
Affecting laughter. with cries of "Brother .".
the two agree not to kill each other.
Resolved. gentlemen. admire your elves:
take the good china from the upper shelves
Ever\' lime vou gnml. piggy pink. obscene.
I'll ki'ck yoUt:teeth in on the T\' screen
Tom Bowler '74
'~li::.I -,. The Black Experience
Qlanectlcat CeIIege Afro-American Weekend
Sa~y,April15;Sunday,AprilI6
~ SATURDAY EVENTS:
- The B1aclt Experience in Art '
, An elhibition of creative works by black artists in the local& community.
10:00 a.m., Cummings
:; The B1aclt Experience in Versel! American poetess Nikki Grimes reading from her own works. _l. 12:00 Noon, Dana
The Black Experience in Drama
CKiglnai Poetry and Dramatic vignettes presented by the Con-
necticut College Black Theater Workshop.
3:00 p.m., Palmer Auditoriwn
The B1aclt Ellperience in Theater
I.ecture by Douglas Turner Ward, artistic director of the Negro
Ensemble Company; author riDay by Absence. The Reckoning,
Happy Ending; eo-star with Bill Cosby in the new film, Man and
Boy, which opened in Manhattan on March 15.
4:30p.m., Palmer Auditoriwn
The Black Ellperience in Sound
Hubert Laws, Oautist with Quincy Jones who is director of the
musical group that provides background music for Bill Cosby's
current television series. Mr. Laws will perform the complete
reproduction of his IIlOIIt recent alborn, Mro- Classic.
8:00 p.m., Palmer Auditoriwn
SUNDAY EVENTS
The Black Experience in Church
Sermon by The Rev. Mr. William M. Philpot, pastor o[ Christ
Chapel New Testament <;hurch, New Haven. Music by the Voices of
HUB.i
f
I
1I:00a.m., Harkness Chapel
"Thoughts on Blaclt Revolution," discussion with The Rev. Mr.
James H. Hargett, national secretary [or black ministers of the
United Church of Christ.
7:00 p.m., Library,
Harkness Chapel
Comprehensive ticltets at $6.00 for admission to all events are on
sale at Crozier-WiI1iarns, FaMing Hall, and the campus post office.
Environmentalis ts
Sponsor Thames
River Program
The Comectimt Collell" ....
vinlmJeDllII 8J"OIIp ill lIpllIIIOrinc
a JII'OII'llID lID tIJe on- R!VIl'
ftidI we bape ...m IpllI'k ef-
foetlve """"'"'Di17 aclIon. On
'lbanday, April 13 at .:00 p.m. ia
.. Lab l22, e-. College,
..... will be a _I dioaIasiolt-
slftltegy .-ion 011 !be Thames
RIver cIeaDup. The first part of
lbe JlI"08I'llIIl will be devoted to
Ibe guest speakers, witb Dr.
WIIIlam NierinlI ri Connecticut
College moderating:
1The Problem
Dr. Richard Benoit
EcoIogjal LaboralDries Eallogy
Ii. !be Tbames, environmental
iIIlpacl of effluents
D Action-Field Research
Dr. Frank Bowlen
1JDiversliy Ii.Comecticut , Avery
Point James Ga8agbe. - Un-
derwater SouIId Lab The Thames
Water quality testiDll program.
m Legal Action
Mr. "iDiam Heggner - En-
fore_t DIvIsion - Water,
DEP Water ponutlon legislation
pertinent to !be Thames, lIJIII
ItpI channels for citizens action.
The Il!COIId portion 01 tile
JlI"08I'llIIl will be an open planning
-u.n. We are inviting mem-
bers of conservation coor
missions, environmental
organizations, CCAG Citizen
Lobbyists, people from town
DPW Sewer Divisions,
1
...pee-tatives from indll8tri ....
and lejisIatnrs. We hope to
evolve a workable plan for an
improved public information
network ... d for full-scale
community ,artici,ati<ln in
cleaDIIP the Thames.
On Friday, April 14 at 7:30
p.m., Dr. Frank Bowlen will
conduct a water sam,ling
training workshop for tbose
people interested in setting up
new stations along tbe Thames.
The workshop will be held in the
first floor lab Ii. Building '0, the
Marine Science Institute, at
U.Conn., Avery Point. Par-
ticipation is limited to 12 people.
For reservations, contact
Margaret Shepard at 447-9762.
The boat bip up the Thames
with instruction bY Dr. Robert De
Santo in plankton towing,
trawling, IIId other sampling
teclu.iques is scbeduled for
Saturday, April 15. We willies ..
at 1:00 p.m. from CGA pier. For
reservations, call Mar gatet
Shepard.
On Friday, April 21 a18:00 p.m.
in Oliva Hall, Conn. College, two
environmental films will be
shown: The End of One, and
Wilderness River Trail, a SielTa
Club ftlm.
I hope you will be able to attend
S<lIIle or aU of our functions.
Please extend our invitation to
interested friends.
McGovern Leads Campus
Poll; Humphrey Omitted
by Chrstooher Fox
In an attempt to determine the
political climate of this campus,
PUNDIT too. a poll among the
students and faculty before
spring vacation which asked
them to answer the following
question: "If the presidential
election were held today which of
the following candidates would
you like to see win?" The names
of these candidates were listed:
Ashbrook, Hartke, Lindsay,
McCarthy, McClosky,
McGovern, Muskie, Mills, Nixon,
Wallace and Yorty. Obviously,
the names of Shirely Chisholm,
Hubert Hwnphrey, and Henry
Jackson were missing from the
ballot: as someone wrote, it was
an 'egregious' elTor: however it
was not intended but was an
oversight ri this pollster in the
haste of getting the ballots
printed and put in the mailboxes.
This paper apologizes for the
error, but nevertheless believes
that the poll still has some in-
terest, although its grounds for
validity are severely undercut.
'Twas the morning after a
party where I'd gotten quite sick;
1 had been dancing and
prancing and fallen down in a
split.
1 awoke the next day in con-
siderable pain
AntI bobbled around 'till I was
JIParly Ullane.
Taking inJ life in my hands I
limped Ie the dispensary
AmI aaked for s.me relief, blIt
the IIIII"R -"w1dn't answer me.
Then she said sbe was married
and bad GIGer things to de;
r didn't Wldentand ber and
started to stew.
IIIlO8IIlId and 1 weeped but got
no aatisfactioa,
Begging for a doctor got a
similar reaction.
She asked if I needed a
W..... 1'IIllIIl test;
1 eouldn't see the humor,
"Surely you jest!"
At last! 1 spied Docter COlTidor
in the hall,
And sbe gave me an ap-
pointment for "sometime next
fall. II
1 started to balk, but she said
sbe was 1Iusy,
And gave me a shove that left
me quite diozy.
Upen Ieaying 1 heard a girl's
pitiful cry,
And fOl1lldslu>'d been kept five
weeks for a stye.
1 did my best to free her, but
sbe was bound tight with rope
And began yelling and
screamin~, "more Darvon! more
'dope!"
Once out the door, a tree limb
fell hard on my head,
But 1 wasn't going back: not
'till 1 was dead.
Donald Kane
Among the other candidates,
Hwnphrey received 10 votes,
McCarthy 13, Hartke I and the
others on the ballot none; write-in
candidates included Jackson,
Kennedy, Paulsen, Jenness,
Nader and Immanu Bakara,
formerly LeRoy Jones.
While tabulating the ballots
obvious forgeries by persons who
30 p.c. McGovern
25 p.c. Lindsay
12 p.c. Muskie
9 p.c. Nixon
4 p.c. Wallace
4 p.c. McClosky
3 p.c. Chisholm
'75 '74 '73
49 49 46
40 42 44
17 26 13
9 II 10
658
8 2 9
5 3 2
faculty on this campus; those
candidates whose platfonns are
generally regarded to lie on the
left of the political scale, SUch as
McGovern, received ap-
proximately 80 per cent of the
vote, most of which went to
Democratic candidates.
The voting pattern might have
been much different if the names
'72 Faculty Unlisted Total
30 21 32 227
~ 5 8 U2
ill 3 II ®
8 6 14 58
4 4 2 29
2 3 5 29
4 3 3 20
voted on a nwnber of slips were
discovered; the majority of these
were Wallace votes of which only
those ballots which were
blatantly false were excluded
from the poll. _
The results of the poll seem to
show a liberal or leftward
political alignment among the
majority of the students and
of all the candidates has been
listed; however" it seems as
though the vote distribution
would have been about the same,
although Humphrey and Jackson
might have cut into some of
Muskie's votes and Chishobn
might have received some of the
votes which went to McGovern
and Lindsay.
- Young
Democrats
('Old po!if,cq/ otI
Democrats for a
Democratic
Town Committee
- NEW LONDON NEEDS YOUR HELP NOW to end
bossism. corruption, and racism in New London
politics.
PLEASE.. .....
REGISTER immediately if you are eligible at City
Hall, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. Monday through Friday.
REGISTER as a Democrat.
Study the platform and feel free to call any of the
candidates listed below to discuss the issues.
JOIN us in making the Elemocratic party
DEMOCRATIC.
PLATFORM
1. OPEN aAd responsive local Democratic Party
with an opportunity and invitation to a It Democrats to
participate.
2. OPEN election of Town 'Committee ,m,mbers
involving all Democrats; no more self-perpetuating
Town Committee.
3. OPEN and publicscreening- commfttees to en-
dorse local candidates.
4. OPEN, full, and regular reports from the
Treasurer as to the financial status of the Party.
5.OPEN and concentrated effort to work toward the
goal of registering all New London residents as
voters_
6. OPEN, announced, and regularfy scheduled Town
Committee meetings. .
7. OPEN discussion of public issues sp.onsored by
the Town Committee.
Qur goal is to strengthel1' the party by making it
more democratic through wider participation.
VOTE SECONt) UNE
Sarah J. Betsey Beverly Johnson
Michael Burlingame J..mes Jones .Jr.
George Daughan Ruby T. Morris
Philip Goldberg Sfeven Spitz
For rides to register ca II:
1) Marilyn Mode (Hamilton)
2) Alice Rogoff (Hamilton)
3) David Harvey (Freeman)
4) Edie Williams (Smith)
5) Richard Lichtenstein (Morrison)
6) Jay Levin (Larrabee)
Letters Cont'd .
left by others,. dinner does not toward the meal service, the
appear appetlZmg. refectory budget must be making
It is becommg apparent that provision for more than
some of the kitchen staff. is preparation of student meals.
becoming less concerned with The new tuition raise threatens
givingthe students proper food to make private colleges effete
serviceand more concerned with institutions. Scholarship monies
wh8t is most expedient and should he a primary allocation
convenient for themselves. not the maintenance of a high:
Sincerely, class resort area for students.
Christopher Wright A.D. Hope '75
Tothe Editor:
It is not difficult to see where
the money for Physical Plant and
Dormitory and Refectory
bOOgetsgoes. Iam sure Fairfield
University does not vacuum the
leaves from the ground, in the
.utwon, or daily shower the
sidewalks with sand in the
winter. Considering the number
<i complaints constantly directed
[711iUvf/t
IC€ CR€Am.
SHOPS
-----n.-
171 Broad Street
New London
HARRY'S
MUSIC STORE
17 Bank Streei 442-4815
RECORDS - PHONOS
(Phon08 Repaired)
GUITARS-
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
"Everything In Music"
FOR THE NICEST
SEE
FASHION
FABRIC CENTER
225 State Street
442-3597 442-7018
Friday and Saturday
from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m.
get high for 65¢ a drinkII must have student ID
Number One Meridian St.
Inside Mohican Hotel
---------------
CELEBflA TE WITH
WINE
A. Gordon & Sons
YELLOW FRONT
PACKAGE STORE
401 Williams Street
Telephone: 443-9780
(Contlnued From Page I) II
members Qfthe satti fami-lY-h-O-Jd-~li--be-r-a1--ize-t-h-e-De-moc-r-a-ti-c-to-wn--ma---:jo-ncc·ty-rj"'tCCbe-C:-Commit-:-:·1I!e,--_-ts, 11
high-paying posts in the New party, Goldberg said, "with although he was Ie.. optmustic g
London government, he added. remarkably lilUe success." than before Wasblon began e,Levin expressed optimism that applying pressure on the:-
"For years we have tried to the coalition would win a coalition.
~.,.......
-e
..:..:......... ,'.............. ,-,
... ~,_.- u ....-.. ...,~'.'~...
'"","0 ..
~
I'd like to try atcene Towelelles. I enclose 25e for
the refillable Purse-Pack, 3 rcwereues & literature
Youngs Drug Products ccrp.. Dep't. CS-72
P.O. Box 2300, GP.a. New York 10001.
Name _
________ C<ly _ Slate Z.p _
n
McDOnald'S
u U.
• 404 COLEMAN ST • III LONG Hill RD
NEW LONDON GROTON
'Pood for thought
12 ------------------CLASSIF IED---W-AN-T-ED-TO-BU-Y-:-T-HE-L-A.,--ST--=R-=E=T:-:U:RN:::I:::N-=G----=B:Y----=CA:-:R=-OR
ADS d TRUCK Irom Col., Wyo., Cal
WHOLE EARTH CATALOG an Ariz. area aller vacation? caii
previous issues-used. Contact: 536-0214,after 4 p.m.
Masha in Plant (213) or Box 941.
...
; FOR SALE STEREO EQUIPMENT: Tand-
berg 3000x, Sharpe Mk·ll
Headphones, Empire 598 turn-
table and Lafayette ~watt amp.
No reasonable offers refused.
Bruce Faulkner, Morrisson,
fU.2841.
..
9X 12 GOLD RUG, In excellent
't sbape; a reasonable price.
~ Contact Gloria McCree, 447·2210.
,.. Box 815, Blackstone.
i..
::J
~
WANTED
APARTMENT WANTED
bedroom, living room, kitchen
bath. Preferably near Ne~
London. June-August. Please
. contact: Kim Dearnley, Box 196
Lamhodin. '
,::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::.::;.;::.:.:.;::::::::::::':':':';';':':':';':':':':':;:;:::::::;:';;::':;:'":;';:;:::;:;:;:;:;:':;:;:;:';':';';':Y.':':':':~:!I
ii! Now $299.00 Buys you::'
ii! all the music!!;
:::::
.:;::
NEEDED: ONE SMALL
READING LAMP, (e.g. Fenson).
Would pay up to $10.00. Patty
Florio, 404 Lambdin, Ext. 436.
SUMMER RENTAL; Senior
working in area needs apt. or
house: May 21 (or earlier) -Sept.
1- reasonable rent; walking
distance to Conn. Will gladly
house-sit or share rent. Please
contact (soon): Denny Ozanne,
Box 1880,Plant, 443-$07.
1 5 CU. FT. SEARS
~ REFRIGERATOR. 8 months
~1.:It1 old with warranty. New: $95.
~ No;' at the low, low price of '."0;
~ If' No hidden charges. Snake N
Andy's Used S. Co., 88 Bank St.,
~ ApI.B.
~ &STRING MARTIN ACOUSTIC
~ If' GUITAR. Excellent condition;
L IWEST hard case included. Only $225.Snake 'N' Andy's Used s.--co. 88
Bank St., Apt. B, New London.
JET FARES -------------------------i
TO EUROPE : CI... 1tIedAd Pundit 0 Forsale :
Whatever your age, SAVE 1 Boll 1351 0 For rent. 1
money on Icelandic Airlines' I I
jets from.New Yorkto Lux- I ~nnectlcut Coil. 0 Personal 1
emhourg m the heart of Eu- 1 0 Help wantedrope. Our fares are lowest of I I
anyscheduledairline. 0 Service offered I
UNDER21?-Our round-trip I 0 _
Youth Fares are $180 (win- I Please print your ad clearly: I
ter), $205 (spring, fall), and 1 I
$270 (summer). ages 12 I
thru 21. Also, exclusive one- I I
way Youth Fares. a
OVER21?-Stayoverseas I I
46 days up to a year and 1 !
you'll SAVE$274 this sum- I
mer, $247 this spring and I
fall against lowest compare- I '" I
ble (ares of other scheduled I I
airlines. Great for teachers I
and grad students. See your I, Name/Organization P.O. Box Dorm Phone
travel agent for valid dates, I I
reservations. 1 Free for a/l noncommercial ads I
------------- ----------- -- ---- -- - - --- --To: Icelandic Airlines I630 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 10020I (212) Pl 7-8585 I
I Send folder eN on Lowest Jet I
I Fares 10 Europe. I
I Name I
I I_I Street I
I City I
I Sfate Zip__ I
I Mytravel agent is I
WANTED: FEMALE
ROOMATE to share apartment
in Boston for the summer. For
further information contact:
Karen in Wright House (or Box
1185).
the Pioneer 440
Garrard40B
KLH 32
Plc~erlng V-15
System
The Stero Lab
For stuff like
Advent, KLH, Pioneer, Sony
Infinity, Tandberg
The Stereo Lab
158 State St.
.......... ;.;.;.;. »:.:.:-:.:-:.J
50,000 JOBS
CLEANERS
"we Know al/ about Clothes
Cafe"
Call 443-4421
A1llll'fs SUbjtcf to challge.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
PROGRAMS
ICELANDIC
MORNINGSIDE STABLES
564-2585 ARENA 564-5503
Weston Road, Plainfield
Special Low Rates To
Connecticut College Students!
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK • 10 to 10!
The National Agency Of Student Employment Has Recently
Completed A Nationwide Research Program Of Jabs Available To
College Students And Graduates Du~ing 1972. Catalogs Which.
Fully Describe These Employment Positions MJy Be Obtained As
Follows:
() Catalog of Summer and Career Positions Available
Throughout the Un ited States in Resort Areos,
Notional Corporations, and Regional Employment
Centers. Price $3.00.
() Foreign Job Information Catalog Listing Over 1,000
Employment Positions Available in MJny Foreign
Countries. Price $3.00.
( ) SPECIAL: Both of the Above Combined Catalogs With
A Recommended Job Assignment To Be Sel ected For
You. Please State Your Interests. Price $6.00 •.
Complete Western and English Clothing
• Trail Rides • Winter Sports
Notional Agency of Student Employment
Student Services Division
#35 Erkenbrecher
Cincinnati, Ohia 45220
• Riding Lessons • Hay Rides
• Board Horses
